34 Abstract 35 The structure of ecological interactions is commonly understood through analyses of 36 interaction networks. However, these analyses may be sensitive to sampling biases in both 37 the interactors (the nodes of the network) and interactions (the links between nodes), because 38 the detectability of species and their interactions is highly heterogeneous. These issues may 39 affect the accuracy of empirically constructed ecological networks. Yet statistical biases 40 introduced by sampling error are difficult to quantify in the absence of full knowledge of the 41 underlying ecological network's structure. To explore properties of large-scale modular 42 networks, we developed EcoNetGen, which constructs and samples networks with 43 predetermined topologies. These networks may represent a wide variety of communities that 44 vary in size and types of ecological interactions. We sampled these networks with different 45 sampling designs that may be employed in field observations. The observed networks 46 generated by each sampling process were then analyzed with respect to the number of 3 47 components, size of components and other network metrics. We show that the sampling 48 effort needed to estimate underlying network properties accurately depends both on the 49 sampling design and on the underlying network topology. In particular, networks with 50 random or scale-free modules require more complete sampling to reveal their structure, 51 compared to networks whose modules are nested or bipartite. Overall, the modules with 52 nested structure were the easiest to detect, regardless of sampling design. Sampling according 53 to species degree (number of interactions) was consistently found to be the most accurate 54 strategy to estimate network structure. Conversely, sampling according to module 55 (representing different interaction types or taxa) results in a rather complete view of certain 56 modules, but fails to provide a complete picture of the underlying network. We recommend 57 that these findings be incorporated into field sampling design of projects aiming to 58 characterize large species interactions networks to reduce sampling biases. 59 60 Author Summary 61 Ecological interactions are commonly modeled as interaction networks. Analyses of such 62 networks may be sensitive to sampling biases and detection issues in both the interactors and 63 interactions (nodes and links). Yet, statistical biases introduced by sampling error are 64 difficult to quantify in the absence of full knowledge of the underlying network's structure.
316 the structure of the network, sampling intensity, sampling procedure, and the interaction 317 between sampling procedure and network structure. Fig. 1 shows examples of bipartite 318 networks generated with NetGen and the resulting sampled networks created by NetSampler.
319 These results are for nested bipartite modules and m=50. The panels show the sampled nodes 320 and links (red) embedded in the original network (blue) for three sampling methods (random, 321 degree, and module). We note that sampling by module can leave entire modules hidden 322 from the observer. This is the case of modules 2, 8, 9 and 14 in Fig. 1(e) 472 among modules, which are rarely observed by the different sampling schemes for these types 473 of networks. In comparing sampling designs, it is clear that sampling by module produces by 474 far the smallest observed networks for all topologies (Fig. 4) . Sampling by degree, on the 475 other hand, produces the largest sampled networks (as measured by the relative size of the 476 largest component) and is therefore most representative of the underlying complete network.
477 For networks with random and scale-free modules, sampling by degree produced similar 478 results compared to random sampling, but for nested and bipartite nested networks, sampling 479 by degree always produced significantly larger observed networks than random sampling. 498 Sampling by degree, i.e., with focus on those species likely to establish more interactions, is 499 therefore the recommended procedure for sampling networks with mixed modules, but it may 500 overestimate the relative frequency of nested modules because non-nested modules are 501 harder to thoroughly sample. Testing additional sampling designs capable of identifying 502 other structures will aid in understanding the relative frequency of the different structural 503 patterns in real networks.
504
Third, the size of the observed network does not depend significantly on the sampling 505 method, but depends strongly on the underlying network topology. As shown in Fig. 1 , the 506 size of the network at m=50 is smaller for nested and bipartite nested networks, independent 507 of the sampling criterion, whereas networks with scale-free modules produce the largest 508 sampled networks. This happens because the degree distribution in nested networks is very 509 heterogeneous and more anchoring nodes will likely have fewer than nfn neighbors.
510 Sampling according to module always produces small observed networks, but network size 511 does not change much for the other methods. This suggests that sampling the entire network 512 will be difficult no matter which sampling strategy is chosen, and perhaps the best strategy is 513 one of iterative sampling, where the structure of a partially sampled network is analyzed and 514 sampling is resumed using the sampling design that best suits the uncovered structure.
515
Fourth and finally, sampling according to module generally results in small observed 516 networks with a small number of observed components. This means that the method may 517 detect most of the inner structure of some modules, but does thoroughly sample a part of the 25 518 network, allowing for identification of interactions in multiple modules. This type of 519 sampling is arguably the most pervasive in the network literature where a certain type of 520 interaction or taxonomic group is exhaustively sampled. Our simulations show that sampling 521 by module may give a thorough depiction of the module but may also point to other modules, 522 which can be then sampled according to the most adequate sampling design.
523
Because properties of the network that determine the most efficient sampling strategy 524 (such as species degree and module topology) are not fully known prior to undertaking a 525 study, we recommend an iterative sampling approach, where the strategy can be adjusted as 
